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CHNnACTERISTTCS oF ToTn.T INSTTTUTIoNS
IN THE MTnny PnnNKSTERS
ANp AUcSBURG CoTTEGE:
A GoFFMANIAN ANRTySTS
Characteristics of Total Institutions in the Merry Prutnksters and Augsburg College
Ken Kesey's classic novel One Flew over the Cuckoob Nest recounts the
experiences of R.P. McMurphy, a criminal sentenced to time in a mental hospital.
Kesey's illustration of the mental hospital provides the stereotypical view of
"institutiolls." However, many other areas of life go unnoticed as institutions, such as
schools or even families or close-knit groups of friends. Despite general unawareness
of the extent of institutions, institutions have direct consequences for the identities of
individuals that exist within them. In this analysis I will first outline Goffman's theory
of total institutions focusing on the general characteristics of total institutions, the
disculturation process, and the privilege system of total institutions. I will then apply
Goffman's theory to Kesey's group the Merry Pranksters and to Augsburg College. Both
cases should be interesting to analyze because Kesey demonstrated that he had significant
knowledge of the effects of total institutions in his fiction writing, and Augsburg College
is perceived as a training ground to "nurture future leaders of the world" (Augsburg
Website). Neither of the two cases is traditionally viewed as a total institution in the
public eye. After applying Goffinan's original theory to the two cases, I will evaluate
weak areas in the theory and elaborate on the original theory in an effort to strengthen its
applicability to a variety of cases. In doing this I will demonstrate that total institutions
break down the pre-institution identity of individuals to create a new institutionalized
identity which allows the institution control over the institutionalized individual's
identity. This breakdown and rebuilding of identity benefits the functionality of total
institurtions.
Before getting into Coffman's theory, I will explain why I chose Augsburg
College and the Merry Pranksters. The original intention of this essay was to apply
Goffman's theory of total institutions to two different cases at different levels of
structural organization. By applying the theory to cases with different levels of structural
organization, problematic areas of thetheory could be seen and reworked to create a
theory that is more flexible, and thereby applicable to both micro- and macro- levels
of sociological analysis. With this in mind, I chose Augsburg to function as a control.
Augsburg is a complex organization, which is the level of structural organization that
Coffinan's theory was intended to analyze. I am also familiar with student life at
Augsburg College, making my analysis of the school personally interesting. For my
other case, I wanted to choose an organization with a structure that was far from that of
a complex and systematic organization like Augsburg College. The Men], Pranksters
were a crescive organization that consisted of few individuals with very little hierarchy.
This stark contrast in the organizational structure of the Pranksters and Augsburg College
makes the Pranksters an appealing case for applying Goffman's theory and the wildly
eccentric lifestyles of the Pranksters might keep rny analysis of institutions from being
hackneyed.
Torel InsrrrurroNS
In looking at total institutions there are three areas of focus: the characteristics
of the institution itself, the disculturation process in which the individual is socialized
into institution life, and lastly the privilege system within the institution. I will start by
describing the characteristics of total institutions. Goffman defines total institutions as
"a place of residence and work where a large number of like-situated individuals, cut
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offfrom the wider society for an appreciable period of time, together lead an enclosed
, formally adrninistered round of life" ( l96l : xiii). Institutions often have physical
barriers, such as walls or geographic isolation, which symbolize the break between life in
the institution and life outside of the institution. There are five types of total institutions.
For this analysis, only Goffman's fourth and fifth types of total institutions are relevant.
The fourth type of total institution is established to help individuals better accomplish a
work-like task, and the fifth type of total institution is meant as the basis for a retreat from
society while serving as a training center (Goffinan l96l ).
According to Goffman ( l96l ) individuals have three realms of activity in
modern life-work, sleep and play. What makes total institutions different from the
outside world is how the institution dictates the interaction of these three areas. This is
what Goffrnan describes as the central feature of total institutions, "a breakdown of the
barriers ordinarily separatingthesethree spheres of life" (1961:6). In an institution, all
three areas of life are conducted in the same general space on the institution's schedule
with a group of others who are doing similar things (Goffinan l96l).
Within total institutions, there is a visible split between the two main groups
of the institution, i.e., between those that are restricted and have little control over the
institution (the inmates), and those in control of the inmates (the supervisory staff)
(Goffman 196l). Inmates generally live in the institution (depending on voluntary or
involuntary admittance) and have restricted access to the outside world, whereas the
supervisory staff is often only present in the institution for a given work period and is
then free to leave. There is little mobility between the two groups and there is typically
a great deal of social distance between the groups (Goffman l96l ). Due to this social
distance, the two groups often interact on the basis of stereotypes (Goffinan 196l). In
institutions the lives of the inmates are highly visible and the supervisory staffhas access
to a great deal of surveillance to make sure that the inmates are doing what is required
of them; this can lead to feelings of inferiority among inmates and superiority among the
supervisory staff (Goffrnan 1 96 I ).
Total institutions are unique entities. Goffrnan describes them as "a social
hybrid, part residential comrnunity, part formal organization" (1961 l2). This hybrid
nature leads to an intricate process of socialization in which individuals abandon their
pre-institution identity and develop an identity that fits the conditions for survival inside
the institution. This transition between identities is known as the disculturation process,
or what Goffinan calls an "untraining" ( I 96 I : l3). This untraining is the result of the
tension between the removal of opportunities one had on the outside world and the
addition of the managed opportunities one has on the inside world (Goffman l96l).
When entering the institution an inmate is considered a recruit. Coming into
the institution, the recruit has a self-identity that is based on the alrangements they had
in the outside world. Immediately when the recruit enters the institution, their previous
arrangements vanish and the recruit begins a series of "abasements, degradations,
humiliations, and profanations of self' (Coffman 1961: l4).
The first in this series is a role dispossession (Goffinan l96l). Outside of the
institution, individuals are able to schedule their own roles. Inside of the institution,
institutional membership automatically blocks this role scheduling as inmates are
separated from the outside world-sometimes for a time period that is unknown. This
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leads to the abandonment of the outside world roles (Goffinan 1961). ln institutions with
voluntary membership, role dispossession may begin before the individual physically
enters the institution; "what is cleanly severed by the institution is something that had
already started to decay" (Goffrnan l96l: l5).
Another factor of the disculturation process of total institutions is known as the
admission procedures (Goffman 1961). Goffrnan lists various admission procedures
that staffundergo when taking in a new inmate, including "taking a life history,
photographing, weighing, fingerprinting, assigning nurnbers, searching, Iisting personal
possessions for storage, undressing, bathing, disinfecting, haircutting, issuing institutional
clothing, instructing as to rules, and assigning to quarters" (1961: 16). Goffman (1961)
further described these admission procedures as the programming of the new inmate.
Admission procedures allow the staffto shape the new inrnate into an object that "can be
fed into the adminisffative machinery of the establishment, to be worked on smoothly by
routine operations" (Goffman 1961 : l6). Admission procedures formally introduce the
inmate as an object into the bureaucratic system of the institution.
Once the inmate has been introduced into the institutional system, they undergo
what Goffman (1961) terms an obedience test. During the obedience test an inmate
learns his or her appropriate deference roles. When a new inmate learns of his or
her deference obligations, the information may be presented in a way that incites the
inmate to challenge the obligations. This challenge is met with an "immediate visible
punishment" (Goffman 1961: l7) leading the inmate to humble him- or herself into
cornpliance with the acceptable deference roles. Along with this obedience test comes
what Goffinan (1961) terms the welcome. During the welcome, Goffrnan notes, "staffor
inmates, or both, go out of their way to give the recruit a clear notion of his plight" (1961:
l8) by giving the recruit special nicknames signifiring his or her status or by harassing the
recruit. The welcome, then, is a rite of passage in which the recruit learns that he or she
has the lowest status in a group with an already Iow status-the inmates (Goffman 1961).
The role dispossession that takes place when a recruit enters a total institution
is accompanied by a dispossession of properfy. The dispossession of property
experienced by recruits is especially important because "persons invest self-feelings in
their possessions" (Goffinan 1961 : I 8). Since individuals invest self-feelings in their
possessions, taking possessions away from recruits enables institutions to break down
self-feelings held prior to the institutional life. Goffinan notes that the most personal
possession is an individual's name and that loss of a name "can be a great curtailment of
the self'(1961: l8). The dispossession of property is a personal defacement (Goffman
1961).
ln the institution, inmates have numerous territories of self violated. These
territories of self are things such as personal space, or the area around an individual;
possessional territory, or one's personal belongings; information preserve, or the
control over facts about oneself; and conversational preserve, or control over who
can summon one into talk and who one can surlmon into talk (Lemert and Branaman
1997). The process of these territories of self being violated in the institution is known
as mortification (Goffinan 196l:23). Mortification may manifest itself in things such
as "restriction of free movement, cornmunal living, diffuse authority of a whole echelon
of people, and so on" (Goffman 196l: 148). This mortification can take the role of
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humiliation or contaminative exposure (Goffman l96l ).
Humiliation within the institution rnay take the form of inmates'being forced
to hold humiliating poses for various punishment measures, or may take the fonn of
inmates' having to show deference to supervisory staff in humiliating ways such as
responding with certain verbal responses or being required to ask or beg for things
like a drink of water or pennission to use the telephone (Goffman 1961). Along with
humiliation, inmates are mortified through contaminative exposure. Contaminative
exposure occurs when "the boundary that the individual places between his being and
the envirorunent is invaded and the embodirnents of self profaned" (Goffman l96l: 23).
This contaminative exposure comes in the form of inmates'being isolated, but never fully
alone as they are always within earshot of sornebody or under surveillance (Goffrnan
1961). It also comes in the form of inmates'being forced to live in messy, unclean
quarters or directly next to their own areas of defecation (Goffman l96l). Humiliation
and contaminative exposure requires an inmate to "undertake a daily round of life that
he considers alien to him-to take on a disidentifying role" (Goffman 196l:23). The
disculturation process de-socializes inmates from their pre-institution self and allows
them to be re-socialized into the institution's privilege system.
Goffman theorizes that the privilege system in a total institution "provides the
framework for personal reorganization" (1961: 48). As the disculturation process breaks
down an inmate's pre-institution identity, the privilege system provides the armature for
the new identity. The first part of the privilege system consists of the house rules, which
outline how inmates should conduct themselves in the institution and how this behavior
should be rewarded and punished (Goffman 1961). Along with the house rules exists an
institutional lingo. Institutional lingo is a language that develops within the institution
and allows inrnates to describe events in the institution that are important to their inmate
world. The institutional lingo that is developed within an institution allows inmates
to accumulate knowledge about the ranks of various supervisory staff and about the
establishment as a whole (Goffinan 1961).
With knowledge derived from the house rules and the institutional lingo, inmates
can make what Coffman (1961) calls primary and secondary adjustments. Goffinan
defines a primary adjustment as what happens when an individual o'contributes required
activity to an organization and under required conditions...he is transformed into a co-
operator; he becomes the 'nonnal,' 'programmed,' or built-in member (1961: 188-189).
The primary adjustment, then, is an inmate's re-socialization into his or her role within
the institution. A secondary adjustment is "any habitual affangement by which a member
of an organization employs unauthorized means, or obtains unauthorized ends, or both"
(Goffman 1961: 189). Secondary adjustments are, then, ways in which inmates can
distance themselves from the defined roles of the institution and stand apart from the
institution. These adjustments can be either disruptive, having the intention of altering
the existing structure of the institution or spoiling its smooth operation; or contained,
fitting into the existing institutional structure and deflectin*e personal adjustments
which may otherwise disrupt institutional operations. Secondary adjustments create
the underlife of the institution (Goffman 1961). This underlife supplies inmates with
gratifications that they would otherwise be unable to obtain in the institution, allowing
inmates to hold on to parts of their pre-institution identity. Lastly, Goffinan (1961) notes
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that institutions that require inmates to live at or in the institution will have a larger
underlife than institutions individuals can leave.
Through the general characteristics of total institutions, the disculturation
process and the privilege system, total institutions break down and reshape the identify of
their inmates. This reshaped identity allows institutions to manage inmates more easily.
TnE NzTRRy PnnNKSTERS
The first case I will analyze, using Goffrnan's theory of total institutions
to demonstrate that institutions break down and recreate inmate identities, is that of
the Merry Pranksters. Goffman's theory was intended for application to complex
organizations, for the case of the Merry Pranksters I will be applying Goffrnan's theory
to a crescive organization, or:, more simply, a group. To analyze the Merry Pranksters as
a total institution I will make a tripartite analysis of the Pranksters. I will look first at the
general characteristics of total institutions, second at the disculturation process of total
institutions, and third at the privilege system that exists in total institutions. I will then
investigate areas of Goffrnan's theory that do not quite fit with the Pranksters and I will
adjust Goffman's theory to better fit the case of the Pranksters in the subsequent section
of this analysis. I will begin with a brief description of the Pranksters.
The Merry Pranksters were a group of beatniks and hippies drawn together in
California to usher in the psychedelic movement. The group rnaterialized in the early
I960s under the leadership of American novelist Ken Kesey. Kesey and his Pranksters
Iived communally on a ranch in La Honda, California, but are most infamous for their
road trip to New York to celebrate the release of Kesey's novel Sometimes a Great Notion
at the 1964 World's Fair. The trip was carried out on a 1939 International Harvester
school bus, painted DayGlo and named Furthur. Furthur served as the residence for the
Pranksters during the trip. There were no requirements to be a Prankster. Kesey believed
that nobody is picked to be a Prankster; you just become one mentally. This caused the
group to have a large following including many Hell's Angels, but the main group of
Pranksters consisted of a revolving door of around l0 to 12 individuals.
After the road trip to New York the Merry Pranksters became well known for
staging "acid tests" in which they would hold large parties for individuals who were
high on psychedelic drugs. During the trip to the World's Fair and the subsequent "acid
tests," the Pranksters videotaped what was happening. This video, along with extensive
interviews, fueled Tom Wolfe's The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test (1968), a book in
which Wolfe recounts the travels and tales of the Pranksters, and which will serve as
my main source for analyzing the Pranksters. As the Pranksters gained notoriety in the
psychedelic movement, they ,{ained negative attention from the authorities. Eventually
numerous Pranksters, including Kesey, were wanted by law enforcement officials on
drug-related charges. After spending tirne as fugitives in both Mexico and California,
Kesey was eventually apprehended, charged and sentenced to time in a workhouse. With
the psychedelic movement gaining negative attention from politicians, and with Kesey
incarcerated, the Pranksters slowly dissolved in the early 1970's.
With this background of the Pranksters, I will first look at the general
characteristics of total institutions within the Prankster's group. The institution of the
Pranksters would fit under the fifth type of total institution: the Pranksters were trying
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to reach higher levels of enlightenment and world awareness through their travels and
experiences. Both their ranch in California and their bus for travels served as "retreats
from the world even while often serving also as training stations for the religious"
(Goffman l96l: 5). While riding on Furthur, Kesey told the Pranksters, "Here's what I
hope will happen on this trip....All of us are beginning to do our thing, and we're going
to keep doing it, right out front, and none of us are going to deny what other people are
doing" (Wolfe 1968: 73). In being "out front," Kesey meant that everybody on the bus
was going to be themselves as much as possible, and in being themselves they would
achieve a form of transcendent enlightenment, unifoing the group into one being; "we are
all one brain out here and we are all on the bus" (Wolfe 1968: 97)'
The Pranksters were isolated from the outside world. When they were in
California, the secluded ranch in La Honda served as a barrier to the otrtside world;
when they were traveling, Furthur served as this barrier; and when they were in hiding,
the jungle of Mexico served as the barier. One characteristic of total institutions that
Goffinan (1961 ) noted is that the institution breaks down the barriers between work, sleep
and play. For the Pranksters, the tight living conditions in both La Honda and Furthur,
along with the constant use of drugs to fight offsleep and keep them in their Prankster
philosophical mood, blurred the boundaries between work, play and sleep: "Nobody
can sleep so they keep taking more speed to keep going, psychic energizers like Ritalin,
anything, and then smoke more grass to take the goddarnn tachycardiac edge offthe
speed, and acid to make the whole thing turn into something else" (Wolfe 1968: 80). The
boundaries for work and play were also blurred by the purpose of the Pranksters. The
group lived offKesey's money, and therefore none of the Pranksters needed ernployment.
A Prankster's only job was to be "out front." This lack of traditional purpose blurred the
boundary between work and play in the group.
The hierarchy of the Pranksters consisted of the Pranksters and Ken Kesey.
Institutionally, the Pranksters were the inmates and Kesey was the supervisory staff.
Both groups lived in the institution; however, membership within the institution was
voluntary, and various Pranksters would leave the group from time to time. Although
Kesey's leadership and plan created social distance separating Kesey and the Pranksters-
-"Kesey is starting to organize our trips....it's Kesey's trip. We go to his place. We
take his acid. We do what he wants" (Wolfe 1968: 6l)-the two groups were not fully
autonomous. Kesey wanted as little division between hirnself and the Pranksters as
possible: "Prankster hierarchy? There wasn't supposed to be any Prankster hierarchy.
Even Kesey was supposed to be the non-navigator and non-teacher" (Wolfe 1968: 330).
The structure of the Pranksters broke down individual identity, and the
disculturation process also served to break down this identity and rebuild a new one.
When an individual was a recruit with the Pranksters, he or she went through a role
disposition. The Pranksters were separated from the outside world for an indefinite
period of time, and with this separation came the abandonment of some outside world
roles and the assignment of Prankster roles. This can be seen in the task systern of the
Pranksters: "Everybody was to write out some 'tasks'on slips of paper and they would all
be put in a big pile. Then the spinner was spun, and if it landed on you, you reached into
the pile and pulled out a 'task', which you then had to do, and the others gave you points"
(Wolfe 1968: 115). Also, the experience of taking LSD and other drugs differentiated the
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Pranksters from the outside world. "The world is sheerly divided into those who have
had the experience and those who have not" (Wolfe 1968: 53).
Next in the disculturation process of the Pranksters was what Goffman (1961)
termed the admissions procedures. For the Pranksters, the admissions procedures
consisted of being stripped of possessions, which went to the group as a whole; "he
ordered everybody to bring everything they possessed into the living room...lt was all
piled up in the center of the room, a marvelous Rat mountain ofjunk. 'Now,'said Babbs,
'we redistribute the wealth"' (Wolfe 1968: I l6). This stripping and redistribution of
possessions among the group members demonstrates what Goffinan ( 1961) referred to
as a dispossession of property which serves to break down pre-institution identity. The
adrnissions procedures also consisted of individuals' abandoning their pre-Prankster
identity by taking on a Prankster name such as "Zonker," "lntrepid Traveler," "Mal
Function," or "Gretchen Fetchin the Slime Queen" (Wolfe 1968: 77-75). These names
were tied to the actions of individuals within the group and not to their pre-Prankster
identities. The giving of individual names identified every Prankster's role in the group.
Not only was the redistribution of property and the assignment of names part of the
admissions procedures; it also served what Coffrnan (1961) called personal defacement:
the recruits lost part of their pre-Prankster identity with the creation of a Prankster
identity.
Moving through Gofftnan's disculturation process, the Pranksters went through
both an obedience test and a welcome. Although they did not have many, the Pranksters
had some distinct rules. One rule that was of particular importance to the Pranksters
was that they were only to do drugs that Kesey adrninistered. Anything else was
unauthorized and therefore offlimits. This rule was not explicitly expressed, and some
had to break the rule to discover its existence, thus learning how to be compliant. On
the bus trip, a Prankster named Sandy decided to take unauthorized LSD. After Kesey
found out, he reprirnanded Sandy. The approval and guidance of Kesey was what each
Prankster wanted, so when Kesey refused guidance it was a large punishment: "Kesey
says [to Sandy], 'But if you think I'm going to be your guide for this trip, you're sadly
mistaken"' (Wolfe l968: 97). By refusing to navigate Sandy's trip, Kesey expressed that
unauthorized drug use was not tolerated among the Pranksters. The Pranksters would
welcome recruits into the Prankster group through giving thern "a clear notion of [their]
plight" (Goffman 196l: l8). Pranksters would recruit new group members by holding
their acid tests. During these acid tests recruits would learn the transcendent philosophy
of the Pranksters. For instance, when Prankster Ken Babbs was coaxed into driving
to the ranch in La Honda he was met by all of the Pranksters chanting "the Intrepid
Traveler" (Wolfe 1968: 66). The assignment of a name to Babbs and its chanting upon
his amival demonstrated the solidariqv of the group and the welcoming of Babbs to this
group.
Lastly in the disculturation process of the Merr), Pranksters was what Goffman
(1961) called mortification of self. Mortification of selftakes on two parts: humiliation
and contaminative exposure. With the Pranksters, humiliation did not play a role in
breaking down identity. Pranksters did, however, experience contaminative exposure.
Much of the lives of the Pranksters were taped, and communal living caused the
Pranksters to never be alone: "Hagen filmed it all like this was some crazed adventure
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in cinema verit6" (Wolfe 1968: 89). The Pranksters also often lived in less than sanitary
conditions,'othe luminous bus hulking in its own grease and the rotting mattresses where
people stretched out and slept and the Shell station up the corner where everyone copped
urinations" (Wolfe 1968: 377-375). The living situations of the Pranksters broke down
many of the physical arrangements that Pranksters had prior to institution life and helped
create a Prankster identity.
Through the institutional characteristics and the disculturation process, pre-
Prankster identity was broken down and reformed. Further reformation of identity came
in the privilege system of the Merry Pranksters. As previously mentioned, the Pranksters
had few house rules. The rules were simply: do not take drugs unauthorized by Kesey,
allow Kesey to handle and settle all disputes that arise within the group, and to be "out
front" with the group. The sanctions for this systern of house rules were also relatively
simple. When house rules were upheld, Kesey approved of the individual upholding
the rules; when rules were violated, the individual violating the rule faced temporary
resentment from Kesey. This can be seen in the experiences of Sandy after taking
unauthorized drugs and eventually being out front enough to win back the approval of
Kesey: "He approves! Kesey approves of me! At last I have responded to something,
bronght it all out front, even if it is resentment, done something, done my thing-and in
that very action, just as he taught, it is gone, the resentment...(Wolfe 1968: 93). Along
with the privilege system, the Pranksters had an institutional lingo. Pranksters were
referred to by their Prankster names, doctors were referred to as "white smocks," pushing
transcendent boundaries was termed going to "Edge City," and non-pranksters, especially
authority figures, were referred to as "black shoes" (Wolfe 1968: 125). This lingo helped
Pranksters communicate within their group about issues regarding Prankster activity and
group security.
Abiding by the few house rules, which all Pranksters did, was a prilnary
adjustment to the Prankster institution. However, with the few house mles and the
leadership style of Kesey-"He wasn't the leader, he was the 'non-navigator.' He was
also the non-teacheC' (Wolfe 1968: 126>- which kept the Pranksters and Kesey from
being autonomous, there was not much need for a secondary adjustment among the
Pranksters. "The non-navigator merely expressed a will and merely waited for it to move
forward in the Group Mind" (Wolfe 1968: 267). In the Prankster institution there was
little need for a secondary adjustment. Because of this, secondary adjustrnents among
inmates in the institution were not present.
Goffman's theory of total institutions provides a strong point of analysis for
the Merry Pranksters. The Pranksters fit Goffman's characteristics of total institutions
while also possessing a distinct disculturation process. One area of this disculturation
process that could not be applied to the Pranksters was that of hurniliation leading to a
mortified self. Within the Pranksters there were house rules and an institutional lingo.
The presence of both of these allows for a prirnary adjustment to group life. However,
due to the unity between Kesey and the Pranksters and the limited house rules, secondary
adjustments were not clearly made by the Pranksters. This lack of secondary adjustment
demonstrates the need for an adjustment in Goffman's theory of the privilege system of
total institutions. This adjustment in Goffrnan's theory will be discussed later on in the
analysis. Despite small areas of Goffrnan's theory that need to be reworked, the case of
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the Merry Pranksters illusffates how total institutions (even institutions on the crescive
organization level) break down pre-institution identity to rebuild it in a way that benefits
the functionality of the group. I will now move on to apply Goffman's theory to the case
of Augsburg College.
AuCsguRG CoLLEGE
The second case I will analyze to demonstrate the effect total institutions have
on identity is that of Augsburg College in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Like my analysis of
the Pranksters, my analysis of Augsburg College will involve a tripartite application of
Goffman's theory of total institutions. Augsburg College is a complex organization; this
is the level of social organization to which Goffman's theory was intended to be applied.
After applying Goffman's theory I will investigate areas in which Goffman's theory
does not fit the case ofAugsburg College, and in the following section I will elaborate
on Goffinan's theory so it better fits both the cases. Before I apply Goffinan's theory to
Augsburg College, I will first give a brief description of Augsburg College.
Augsburg College is a small, liberal arts college located in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Augsburg's mission is "To nurture future leaders in service to the world
by providing high quality educational opportunities, which are based in the liberal arts
and shaped by the faith and values of the Christian church, by the context of a vital
metropolitan setting, and by an intentionally diverse campus community" (Augsburg
Website). Augsburg has an enrollment of about 3,785 students representing 40 different
countries (Augsburg Website). The majority of students at Augsburg are enrolled in
the undergraduate day program, but the school also has significant enrollment in both
the weekend college and numerous Masters Programs. Due to my experience as an
undergraduate day student and lack of experience in other programs, I will focus my
analysis on the institutionalization of undergraduate day students at Augsburg College.
Day students are typically in their late teens to early twenties, the average age is 2l
(Augsburg Website). Day students have the option to live on campus in one of five
residence halls or to live off campus and commute. The majority of day students,
especially traditional first- and second-year students. Iive on campus in residence halls.
Students that live in residence halls are obliged to abide by not only the academic rules
of the college but also the rules outlined in the residence life guidebook. To uphold
the rules of the college, Augsburg has a Department of Public Safety (DPS) in charge
of overseeing both safety and conduct violations on campus. There are also formal
procedures for disciplining students for conduct code violations that occur both within
and outside of residence halls. To make rny analysis of Augsburg College I will use my
experiences as a student at Augsburg and as a new-student Orientation Leader.
I will first look at the general characteristics of total institutions. Augsburg
College consists of a group of like-minded individuals (students trying to get an
education, faculty and stafftrying to provide this education) who are cut offfrom vvider
society. This distance from wider society can either take place within the walls of the
classroom, isolating students from the educational world outside of Augsburg (non-
Augsburg students are not permitted to be in Augsburg classes unless receiving special
permission from the instructor or working through an affiliate program which allows
students at other schools to take classes at Augsburg), or through the distance provided by
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living communally in residence halls that cannot be accessed by individuals who do not
live in tlre halI. Both the walls of the classroom and the walls of the residence hall create
a physical barrier betrveen Augsburg and the outside '*'orld.
In looking at Goffman's five types of total institutions. Augsburg would fit
into both the fourth andfifth types of total institution. these being institutionsto help
individuals achieve a work-like task and institutions providing a retreat from society
while serving as a training center (Goffman l96l ). For faculty and staffAugsburg
provides an area to complete a work-like task, while for students Augsburg serves
as a trainirrg center. Augsburg also blurs the boundaries of work, sleep and play for
undergraduate day students. Students might sleep, do school work and seek leisure in
their residence hall. This performance of all three activities in a confined space blurs the
boundaries betrveen Goffman's (1961) three realms of activity in nrodern [ife.
The last general characteristic of total institutions as defined by Goffman (1961)
and illustrated by Augsburg is the visible split betrveen the inmates (students) and the
supervisory staff (faculq/, staff and adrninistrators of the College). At Augsburg there
is little mobility between the two groLrps. How'ever, some movement between groups is
afforded, since students can work their way up the ranks through on-campus employment
and achieve authority positions in areas like the Departnrent of Public Safety or Campus
Activities and Orientation. These positions are still low on the supervisory staffhierarchy
and do not substantially brid-ee the gap between supervisory staffand inmates. Because
of the distance between the students, faculty and staffof the college, interactions between
the groups can be based on stereotypes. This is most visible in interactions between
students and DPS officers; some students assume DPS officers are simply looking to
get students in trouble instead of ensuring the safety of the campus. As can be seen, the
institutional characteristics of Augsburg College set the grounds for a breakdown in pre-
institution identity. I will now move on to apply the disculturation process to Augsburg
College.
Recruits to Augsburg College are considered a part of Augsburg before they
arrive on campus. Individuals are first considered a part ofAugsburg when tlrey are
admitted to the college and accept this admittance. After accepting their admittance,
incoming sturdents (recruits) are sent a leffer welcoming them to the Augsburg community
and a free t-shirt so that they can "sho\4, off' their new school choice. They are then told
to schedule a time to take their college placement tests and to choose which Summer
Orientation and Registration (SOAR) session they rvill affend. This process of choosing
Augsburg and then being required to attend certain events before the school year begins
is the beginning of a role dispossession. lndividuals are beginning to abandon roles they
had prior to Augsburg in favor of the new roles that Au-gsburg is forcing thern to take in
order to be apafl of the institution. This role dispossession is furthered u'hen students
arrive at Augsburg for the school year and are required to take a certain number of credits
and to take certain courses as Graduation requirements. lndividuals no longer have as
nruch time to schedule for themselves because they must schedule a certain amount of
time for the institution. Also, many students arriving at Augsburg are coming out of their
senior year of high school-a year in which they were at the top of the student (inmate)
hierarchy in their previous school (institution). When new students arrive at Augsburg
they are labeled first-years and must take on the role of students at the lorvest level of tlre
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student hierarchy.
Along with the role dispossession that takes place when entering Augsburg
College, new students are subjected to extensive admissions procedures. For students
to be admitted to Augsburg they first must provide the school with a history of their
acadernic and extra-curricular careers. When individuals first arrive on campus, they
are photographed for their student ID and assigned an eight-digit student [D number
that identifies the student in the Augsburg system. Students are also assigned their first-
semester courses, an Augsburg Seminar course (based on previously expressed major
interests) and a coresponding faculty advisor. Lastly, students living on campus are
assigned a roontmate and a residence hall room to share. These admissions procedures
program the new student into the "administrative machinery" ofAugsburg (Goffman
1961:16).
The disculturation process to which new students are subject at Augsburg
College is furthered by obedience tests and welcomes. The obedience test for new
students can take many different forms. One of the numerous forms is in rules regarding
residence halls. New students living in residence halls are subject to the rules outlined in
the Residence Life guidebook. The Residence Life guidebook is available for students to
read online; howeveq without knowledge of the guidebook's online presence, many new
students do not read it. Without being infonned of many guidebook policies, students
are subject to sanctions for breaking guidebook policies. For example, students may
not be aware that candles and toasters are prohibited in residence halls, as are any other
mechanisms that have open flames. If an individual is caught with such a device in their
room, they may have the device confiscated or they rnay be told to get rid of it. If the
behavior persists after they have been told once, they may be subject to a fine. These
sanctions for breaking the rules lead the students into compliance with residence hall and
school policies.
The welcome for new students comes from both faculty and staff at the college
and from other students. When new students arrive at Augsburg they are called either
first-year students or transfer students. This name defines them as the group of students
atAugsburg with the least amount of privilege among the student (inmate) population.
The welcome also begins before students arrive at Augsburg. Prior to attending a SOAR
session, students are sent a brochure that says, "You're an Auggie Now! Congratulations,
and welcome to Augsburg College! You are about to ernbark on a journey that will be an
exciting and challenging one" (Summer Orientation Brochure 2007-2008). This brochure
lets students know, before they even arrive on campus for the school year, that although
the school year will be fun it is also going to be a challenge. Another example of the
welcome for new students is the "Auggie Days" program. Tte Auggie Days program is
a "week-long program designed to help with your transition to lift at college" (Auggie
Days Brochure 2007). This program is run by current students who are Orientation
Leaders and faculty who are assigned to lead an Augsburg Seminar course. At Auggie
Days, students are told to "be prepared to think, laugh, talk, cheer, meet, dream, eat,
listen, learn, and work for the world," and that they will be "challenged by your peers,
your professors, and your self' (Auggie Days Brochure 20AT. Auggie Days gives
students a clear notion of the plight that comes with being defined as a first-year student
at Augsburg College.
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Students at Augsburg also experience a dispossession of property when
entering the institution. The most significant dispossession of property is the assigning
of a student ID number that can act as a substitute to a name. This student ID number,
as previously mentioned, places the student in the administrative machinery in the
institution. At times the student ID number is more important than the nalnes of students,
such as in identifoing oneself at the cafeteria to access meal plans or at the enrollment
center to access transcripts. Along '*,ith the dispossession of names, new students living
on campus in Urness Hatl (the all-first-year residence hall) are forced to use school
desks, and students in both Urness Hall and the other four residence halls are forced to
use school-issued beds. Many individuals already have desks and beds at their previous
homes, but these are not available in the residence halls. In using school-issued desks
and beds, students are passively stripped of some possessions that helped create their pre-
Augsburg identity. This subtle personal defacement leaves less room for expression and
helps create an Augsburg identity.
The last piece of the disculturation process experienced by students is the
mortification of self. Much like the case of the Merry Pranksters, the students at
Augsburg College do not go through humiliation at the hands of the supervisory staff
Despite the absence of humiliation, students do experience contaminative exposure.
Incoming students that choose to live on campus are forced to live in tight quarters with
a roommate. They are also expected to share a public bathroom with around 30 other
students. The behavior of students inside of the residence halls is also monitored. There
are security cameras that monitor the entrances to every residence hall, Resident Advisors
and DPS officers patrol the floors on weekends, and once per semester students are
subjected to room searches to make sure they are not breaking any residence hall policies
in their rooms. The process of tiving close to peers while being monitored by authority
figures gives students the feeling of never being fully alone, even if they feel isolated
living away from home. This new living situation breaks down the living arrangements
students had prior to coming to Augsburg and helps create a new Augsburg identity
for the student. Closeness to family and personal space are replaced by closeness to
strangers and shared living spaces when students move in to campus.
With my analysis of both the characteristics of total institutions and the
disculturation process at Augsburg, I will move on to end my analysis of Augsburg with
a look into the privilege system of the school. At Augsburg, there are numerous sets of
house rules. These rules apply to all facets of life, such as conduct in the residence halls,
general conduct on campus, acadernic conduct, parking rules, rules for accessing the
on-campus internet with personal computers, rules for checking out books in the library
etc. By abiding by these house rules individuals earn good standing in the Augsburg
community. When individuals break these house rules they are subject to the sanctions
of whatever body governs the rule set that they broke. Some common penalties include
monetary fines and restrictions designating where individuals can and cannot go on
calnpus.
Augsburg College also has a distinct institutional lingo. For instance, students
and staff are both considered "Auggies." lncoming students partake in SOAR and
Auggie Days before school begins, and once school begins they are subject to an
Augsburg Seminar (AugSem) course. Each building that students will visit at Augsburg
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has a unique name such as Urness or Sverdrup Hall. Students wishing to check their
email will need to obtain a username and password frorn the IT department. When
in need of emergency assistance individuals at Augsburg are to call 17l7 , not 9l 1 . If
students need to look up the phone number or e-mail address of a classmate they can
check the directory search on Inside Augsburg-known to many students as "stalker-
net." The house nrles and the institutional lingo of Augsburg help individuals create a
new Augsburg identity and assimilate into Augsburg culture-that is, it allows students at
Augsburg to make a primary adjustment.
Along with primary adjustments, secondary adjustments take place at Augsburg.
These secondary adjustrnents are predominantly of the contained adjustments. For
instance, with regard to conduct rules in residence halls, many individuals have devices
that are banned such as candles or toasters and simply hide these items when authority
figures are around. Students also commonly violate residence hall policies that prohibit
drinking in dry halls and smoking in any hall. Many individuals sneak alcohol into the
building in backpacks or other bags and then consume it in their rooms behind closed
doors. Other individuals smoke cigarettes or other substances in their rooms by blowing
the smoke and fumes out of an open window and stuffing clothing or blankets around
the door to keep the smell from escaping into the hallway. A secondary adjustment that
students make in programs such as SOAR or Auggie Days is skipping programs and
having friends or classmates sign in for thern as if they were present.
The secondary adjustments described above create what Goffman (1961) called
the underlife of an institution. This underlife allows Augsburg students pleasures or
freedoms that the house rules ofAugsburg restrict. The underlife also serves as a way for
individuals in the institution to create a self-identity that is not dictated by the institution;
However, since many of these secondary adjustments are contained and not disruptive,
they do not disrupt the functioning of Augsburg College.
In this section, I have given a brief description of Augsburg College and
analyzedAugsburg in terms of the institutional characteristics ofAugsburg, the
disculturation process at Augsburg and the privilege system at Augsburg to demonstrate
how Augsburg breaks down identities to create beneficialAugsburg identities. All three
areas of Goffman's theory fit well to the Augsburg case. However, the variety of living
arangements available to the student body at Augsburg Coilege and the opportunity
for students to leave the institution at any time weakens the disculturation process at
Augsburg. Also, humiliation did not play a part in the mortification of self that students
underwent. This weakness will be discussed further in the next section along with the
weaknesses that were found in applying the theory to the case of the Merry Pranksters.
Tnrony ELRsoRArroN
In applying Goffman's theory of total institutions to both Augsburg College
and the Merry Pranksters I have applied the theory to a complex organization (the
level of analysis for which the theory was intended) and a crescive organization. In so
doing there have been many similarities and differences that demonstrate strengths and
weaknesses in the theory generally. To strengthen the weaker areas it is necessary to
elaborate upon the original theory tweaking it to fit both cases better. In this section, I
will first discuss how the theory of total institutions drew similarities and differences in
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application between the two cases. I will then move on to adjust Goffinan's theory to
make it more applicable to both cases.
Applying Goffman's theory to both Augsburg College and the Mert1,
Pranksters demonstrates that all three areas of the theory addressed in this analysis (the
characteristics of total institutions, the disculturation process, and the privilege system)
are applicable to both forms of social organizations addressed. The theory can be applied
to Augsburg College, an institution for higher learning, and the Merry Pranksters, a group
trying to find spiritual enlightenment. Although the groups are different in their level of
social organization and serve different purposes, they both contain elements that define
the group as a total institution. Another similarity between the two cases is that neither
institution made use of coercive humiliation in the mortification of self component of the
disculturation process.
Despite the similarities in applying Goffinan's theory to both Augsburg
College and the Merry Pranksters, there are also numerous differences present in the
application. One major difference in applying the theory is the need for a secondary
adjustment. As an institution, Augsburg College creates the need for students to make
a secondary adjustment to life on campus to preserve pre-Augsburg identity within the
institution. The institution of the Merry Pranksters, which was a much smaller group
with less dependence between the inmates and the supervisory staff, did not necessitate
a secondary adjustment. A second difference in applying the theory is that the living
situation of the inmate population of Augsbwg College is much more varied than the
inmate population of the Merry Pranksters. This variance in inmate population provided
for different levels of the disculturation process among inrnates in both groups.
As previously noted, one area of Goffinan's theory that did not flt either case
was the humiliation component of the mortification of self. Inmates in neither group
were faced with humiliating deference rules at the hands of the supervisory staff. In
reworking this area of the theory, it is evident that the humiliation component of the
mortification of self is needed only in institutions that need to force quick conformity
for the safety of others in the institution. Strict confonnity to institutions is most
important in dealing with individuals who are perceived as a dangeq where creating
a docile institutional identity is necessary for the safety of the supervisory staff. With
this in mind, I would adjust Goffman's theory to say that humiliation is a part of the
disculturation process for the second and third types of institutions-institutions that take
care of individuals who cannot care for themselves and institutions that house individuals
that are viewed as dangerous to the community, respectively. Since neither Augsburg
College nor the Merry Pranksters are either of these types of institution (at least in their
self-identity) the humiliation component of the disculturation process does not apply to
either institution, and thus not strictly to institutional classes four and five.
A second way in which Goffman's original theory needs to be reworked is
to address the differences in applying the privilege system (most notably secondary
adjustments) to the two cases. Goffinan originally theorized that when individuals were
housed together there would be a larger secondary adjustment than when individuals
were not housed together (1961). To rework Goffinan's theory, I propose removing this
living arrangement portion of the theory and replacing it with a continuum of autonomy
based on the distance between the inmates and the supervisory staff. I theorize that the
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more autonomous the two groups are, the more room there is for a secondary adjustment
to rnaintain pre-institution identity. Augsburg College saw a secondary adjustment
among their student body while the Merry Pranksters did not. The autonomy between
the inmates and the supervisory staffwas also much larger forAugsburg than it was for
the Pranksters. Using the elaborated theory, it follows that the secondary adjustment
at Augsburg will be greater than the secondary adjustment among the Pranksters. This
elaborated theory can now be better applied to the case of the Merry Pranksters. From
the elaborated theory we can see that, since there was almost no autonomy between
Kesey and the Pranksters (there was supposed to be no hierarchy and Kesey was viewed
as the non-navigator), there will be very little, if any, secondary adjustment, which turned
out to be the case.
The final way in which I need to elaborate upon Coffrnan's original theory
is regarding the level of the disculturation process among inmates of institutions. ln
applying the disculturation process to students at Augsburg College, I ran into difficulties
making generalizations about the institutional experiences of the student body. A prirnary
cause of this difficulty was the fact that some students live offcampus while others live
in residence halls that are govemed by the house rules of the institution. To elaborate
Goffrnan's theory regarding the disculturation process, I would add to the theory that
individuals who are living at an institution experience a lnore distinct disculturation
process than individuals who are not living at the institution. In elaborating the theory
in this manner, it is clear that disculturation will be stronger for inmates who all live at
an institution. For institutions that have variable residence, the disculturation process
will vary corresponding to each inmate's place of residence; for institutions that have no
inrnate residence, the disculturation process will not be as strong as it is in the other two
cases.
In applying this reworked theory to both the Merry Pranksters and Augsburg
College, it is clear that since the Merry Pranksters have inmates that reside within the
institution (on the ranch in La Honda and on Furthur) the group will have a strong
disculturation process. This disculturation process was demonstrated in my application
section of this paper. At Augsburg College, where inmates have variable residence, the
level of the disculturation process among inmates will vary. For instance, inmates living
in residence halls at Augsburg will undergo more obedience tests, a higher dispossession
of properfy and more contaminative exposure than inmates who don't live at Augsburg.
Thus, living at Augsburg provides inmates with a heightened or more extreme
disculturation process compared to individuals that do not live at Augsburg.
In this section of analysis, I identifu areas of similarities and areas of differences
in applying Goffman's theory to both the Merry Pranksters and Augsburg College. In
identi[zing areas of similarities and areas of differences, I am able to recognize areas of
Goftnan's theory that needs to be reworked to fit both cases. I am then able to rework
Goffman's theory to theorize that (l) humiliation does not apply to Goffman's fourth and
fifth types of institutions, (2) level of secondary adjustments has a positive correlation
with the amount of autonomy between the supervisory staffand the inmates, and (3)
living arangements provide for variety in the disculturation process with a more severe
disculturation process taking place for individuals that live at the institution.
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S UtvttrrtRRY
In this analysis, I first outlined the three components of Goffrnan's theory
of total institutions. These components are (first) the general characteristics of total
institutions, (second) the disculturation process that takes place within total institutions
and (third) the privilege system that exists within total institutions. After outlining
these components, I applied all three areas of the theory first to the Merry Pranksters
(a crescive organization) and second to Augsburg College (a complex organization).
In applying the theory of total institutions to both a complex organization (for which
the theory was originally intended) and a crescive organization, I discovered areas of
Goffinan's theoty that need to be revisited or revised. I have reworked the theory to
allow it to better account for each case. In applying Goffinan's theory to each case I can
demonstrate that, regardless of a group's pu{pose, groups containing elements of total
institutions break down individual identity and replace this with a group identity, and this
new group identity helps the institution function. To reach this conclusion it is necessary
to elaborate on GoffirTan's original theory.
In elaborating, I have been able to remove parts of Goffman's theory that do
not apply to all five types of total institutions. I was also able to create a continuum
based on the relationship between supervisory staffand inmates. On the basis of this
relationship I could theorize about the extent of the underlife of the institution. Lastly,
I am able to account for variety in living situations among inmates in institutions and,
with this variety, account for differences in the disculturation process of different inmate
subgroups.
The elaborations I am making upon Goffrnan's original theory strengthen
its applicability to different levels of social organization. They also allow future
researchers to apply this theory more fully to a variety of cases on different levels of
social organization and to cases that have a variety of inmate subgroups. By applying
Goffman's theory of total institutions to organizations with all levels of structural
organization, firture researchers might be able to investigate more completely how power
and agency interact within organizations to create identities either beneficial or damaging
to that specific organization's purpose.
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